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; A. ATTENDANCE Am ORGANIZATION 0^ WORK

1. The fourth Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and
Planning was held at Conakry, Guinea, frcm 7 to 11 February 1984, at the invitation
of the Government of the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea.

2. Representatives of the following member States of the Economic Commission for
Africa participated in the Conferences Algeria, Angola, Benin, Cameroon, Cape
Verde, Chad, the Comoros, the Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia,
Ghana, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique,
the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, the Sudan, Swaziland, Tunisia, Uganda, the Upper
Volta, the united Republic of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Frwin* was
represented in an observer capacity.

3. The Conference was attended by representatives of the following bodies and
specialized agencies of the United Nations and inter-governraental organizations:
united Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), United Nations
Industrial Development Organization (UNTXJO), United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP;, United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF), Joint Inspection Unit
pIU), International Labour Organisation (lLO), Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Wat ions (FAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), International Civil Aviation Organization (iCAO), Universal
Postal Union (UPU), International Telecommunication Union (ITU), International
Maritime Organization (MO), World Food Programme (WFP), Agence pour la securit-
de 3a navigation asvienne en Afrique (ASECMA), African Airlines Association (AFRAA),
African Civil Aviation Commission (AFCAC), African Development 3ank (ADB), African
Posts and Telecommunications Union (UAPT), Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS), International Road Federation (IRF), Mano River Union, Niger
3asin Authority, Organization of African Unity (OAU), Pan-African Telecommunications
Union (PATU;, Port Management Association of Meat and Central Africa (FMAtfCA),

Preferential Trade Area forEastern and. Southern African States (PTA), Lagos-
Mombasa Trans-African Highway Authority (TAHA), Union of African Railways (UAR),
Union of National Radio and Television Organizations of Africa (URTNA) and Central
African Customs and Economic Union (UDSAC).

B. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening'of the meeting

4. The representative of Egypt, U.S. I?r. Ahmed Shawky, Vice-minister of Transport
and outgoing Chairman of the Conference of Ministers, expressed appreciation for
the honour bestowed upon the meeting by the presence of a great African leader,
Ahmed Sekou Toure, President of the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea.

5. On behalf of all delegations, including his own, he thanked the Government
and people of Guinea for their warm welcome.
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5* All would agree with him that the Conference was of exceptional importance as

it was a turning point between the second phase, which was about to start, and

the first phase which r^till had to be followed up.

7. He hoped that the final report of the experts1 meeting included positive and

objective recommendations which would enable the Ministers to adopt the appropriate
resolutions and vital programmes for the progress and development of transport

and communications throughout the whole African continent0 Finally, he thanked
BCA on behalf of the Conference for the strenuous efforts it had made to prepare

for the Conference*

8a Mro Charles Fitennan, Minister of Transport of France, paid a tribute to

President Ahmed Sekou Toure for his hospitality and thanked Mr. Adebayo Adedeji,
Executive Secretary of ECA, for having been invited to attend the fourth Conference

of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning.

9. France wished to contribute to the work of the Conference. Development was

a major concern of mankind but could be pursued only by taking such factors as

politics, economics and culture into account. It had to be stressed that peace
and development could only go hand in hand. The harmonious development of all
countries should be promoted, 3y devoting 60 per cent of its total development
assistance to Africa, France was according it priority and confirming its commitment
to that policy« Development should involve the participation of all and links

of co-operation should bind the partners.*

10. Transport played an important role in development. %>ecifically, it enabled
the economic and social life of nations to be structured. That role, which had been
underestimated, was currently attracting more attention from many otates. France
had adopted a transport law. Europe uas making fresh efforts in that sector and
Africa had adopted the Tranche- ;-& Cor--nl;-t:cr.r DgcvIs VvojtrmBme, This ims an

immense and difficult task for African countries because of the amount of work to
be done, the basically outward-looking nature of existing transport and communication
systems and the unfavourable turn that economic conditions had taken.

11. In spite of the difficulties encountered in the implementation of the first
phase, the Decade programme had made.it possible to define major strategic _
objectives as far back as 1979. France had provided effective support. The projects
had been prioritized because of the main problems that had to oe solved. While

they reflected the genuine needs of African countries, the international economic
situation and the : V •*.+ i of African countries had not made it possible to release

the resource needed to implement the projects.

12. African countries had been realistic in adopting a new formulation of the^
Decade programme 0 The alternative programme stressed the maintenance of existing

structures, manpower training, the preparation of transport plans reflecting a
better definition of options, a global approach to the solution of transport problems
andoo-o: ■..nr-cl implementation, wMle making sure that the financing schedule was
not overstretched. Those new approaches,which were in line with Africa's peculiar
situation and needs, had the sympathy of France, which had,in its co-operation ^
activities, worked for mutual benefit and participated in the implementation of major
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infrastructural and training projects. The training programme would make it easy to

transfer technologies suited to African conditionsc Such long-*term action was

Important and had the strong support of France provided it had been proved feasible.

Legal and financial mechanisms would have to be instituted to implement the

programme*

13. A new international economic order would have to be. established. France saw

the need for it and agreed that the world's economic, legal and financial structures

needed urgent refomw Far that reason, it had approved the resolutions adopted

at the Cairo Conference. One of those resolutions had been on the use of African

enterprises and the other had recommended a concerted industrialization policy.

14. France and the entire European Community were .convinced of the importance of

the Lome Convention currently being renegotiated-, Transport had always had pride

of place in the Convent!en, accounting for more than 30 per cent of total commit-

ments ard 20 per cent of the funds allocated by the European Development Fund. That

situation should be maintained»

15. Mr. Djamtftchoua Toko, representing QAU, transmitted a message from Mr. P. C"nu,

Acting Secretary-General, who had been unable to attend the Conference. He thanked

the fraternal people of Guinea and its President for the excellent arrangements made

for the smooth conduct of the Conference. He reiterated the expressions of

sympathy that OAU had addressed to Guinea after the earthquake of 22 Decanber.

16. Turning to the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa,

he stressed that it formed part of the Lagos Plan of Action. Transport and

communications were the priority of Africa a They were essential for the integrated

development of the continent,, The midpoint of the Decade provided an opportunity

for drawing lessons from its successes and failures„

17. He stressed the substantial financial effort made by the African countries

but also the unrealistic nature of the first-phase programme, following the economic

crisis. The Ministers, meeting in Cairo, Had asked the member States to reduce

their programme substantially and the Paris Round Table had prepared recommendations

along those lines* Finally, during their meeting, the i-nter-<go-rern»eia£al experts

had considered a programme reduced from $32 billion to wl6o5 billion. Thair

recommendations were to be submitted to the Ministers, The Decade programme should

be included in national development plans and should be given priority among national

programmes.

18. He emphasized the need for greater co—ordination, co-operation and

between the bodies responsible for the implementation of the Decade programme.

Such co-operation already existed between ECA and QAU0 He thanked all those who

had combined their efforts in the implementation of the Decade programme and

expressed the hope that the continuation of those* efforts would culminate in the

success of both the present Decade and a second Decade, which, for QAU, would be

identical with the second Decade of the logos* Plan of Action, Finally, he made

a vigorous appeal for African "
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tte rece^ natural disaster that had baffcllen the country.

forces.

reooimn^idations for an appropriate phase TX programme

Government

a

their projects made by donors at these
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25. Finally, at the end of the Conference, the second phase would be officially
launched to reaffirm Africa's dedication to the ideals which had inspired the Decade
in the first place and which were embodied in the global strategy of the Decade.
In a continent that was as disaster-prone as Africa, where the rural majority
suffered from lack of basic facilities and services, trade e^ansion, agro-industrial
development, a^ any effort towards regional integration would remain wishful
thinking without adequate transport and communications.

26. His Excellency Ahmed Sekou Toure, President of .the Revolutionary People's
Republic of Guinea, welcomed participants on behalf of the people'of Guinea. He
described the history of the lagos Plan of Action and Final Act r which constituted
the Economic Charter of Africa up to the year 2000. The main objective of the
Charter was to achieve collective self-reliance and self-sustaining kevelopnent
in African countries. The most important condition for attaining that objective
was none other than the integrated development of transport and communications

infrastructures and systems. For that reason, the Africa countries, under the
auspices of ECA, had designed the programme for the United Nations Transport and
Communications Decade in Africa, which accorded first priority to projects aiming
at the speedy development of intra-African trade*

27. The Ministers were to bear in mind that theirs was a fight against those people
and factors hindering the construction of a free, dignified and proaperous Africa,
They were to make an objective assessment of the phase they had covered up to the
current half-way mark of the Decade and see to what extent it tallied with the
defined strategy. Despite some fairly encouraging results, the socio-economic
climate had been unfavourable to Africa and gradually modified the objectives set
for community developnent. The Ministers had well understood the situation when
they met in Cairo and had consequently taken important decisions to remedy it.

28. The current international economic crisis was not"the only problems the
idiosyncrasies and selfishness of African States had also been largely to blame.
Economic integration was not a question of implementing national plans 100 per cent.
The States had to cane together and combine their efforts. Even at the present
stage, niany infrastructures and facilities such as roads and telephone services
could be merged into viable continent-wide systems. The lack of such links were
ascribed to the absence of economic justification. The question was whether every
African State was not a major socio-economic enterprise for any other neighbouring
State. The Ministers were therefore to assume their responsibilities under the
lagos Plan of Action and Final Act.

29. As they entered the second phase, the Ministers could count on their own
experience, the input of African and international organizations and African

_expertise. Before turning to the consideration of documents coming out of the
Paris Round Table, he thanked, on behalf of Afrioa, France (represented in the
person of Mr. Charles Flterman, the French Minister of Transport) for the

importance it attached to African problems* In the course of the Paris Round Table,
participants had provided advice and made recommendations cpricomitant with the
ideas behind the.Ugos Plait of Action. These were the integration of transport
structures into vast corridors a£d the absolute need to rehabilitate, maintain and

■manage than.
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30, The objectives of the Lagos Plan should be strictly respected. There was

wisdom in the 18 billion-dollar alternative programme proposed by SCA and adopted

by the experts. There was a lesson in that reasonable programme to be drawn by

the misguided small nations whose ambitions led them to spend fabulous amounts of
money on armaments. Among the resolutions proposed by the ejqperts, that on the

post-Decade period was important because the Iagos Plan of Action covered the

period up to the year 2000 and the development of transport and communications in

Africa would in no way end with the year 1988.

31, The current economic crisis was the natural result of international relation
ships which favoured the cor^tant enrichment of the rich and the constant impoverish
ment of the poor. The attendant problems cculd be solved only through the integration
that was currently taking shape* Each country had its specific problems of drought,

famine, earthquake and others,, For that reason, national programmes could not/^e

standardized. Admittedly, petty nationalism was the plague of Africa because it
ran counter to any genuine co-operation. That va» why the fourth Conference was
so important*, Since history recorded not intentions but concrete events, African
countries had to have a minimum basis in order to achieve a new international economic
orderrampng ofeher things* Uhile technology needed to be transferred, it had to be f-

adapted to African realities. The world crisis hit the under-developed countries

much harder than the' developed countries bat, if the situation of developing countries
had been' misunderstood orbelittled, tliey voi-e largely to bla*t*«- ^ttjtss-^

32. Much effort had been made to pin down the problems of information and

communications, -However, the unilateral nature of the information available
indicated that some countries were more powerful and that the target audiences were

merely receptacles. He cited figures proving that much of the control over infonaa-
tion and communications was monopolized by a few. Development should not occur

to the benefit of the privileged segn&tts of society alone.

33* Kith the advent of computers, Er.telOJLtft'J, and micro-electronics, the power
of those who had created and mastered those technologies was increasing, Afriawis
should therefore do everything they could to master those techniques and establish
their own facilities for data collection, processing, storage.and transmission,

without prejudice, however, to freedom of expression.

34. In view of their backwardness and the paucity of their resources, African
States needed to cone together and combine their efforts for the total integration of
their capabilities. Comprehensive solutions would have to be found to economic
and social problems and the Ministers should use their skills and perseverance to

rescue Africa from its underdevelopment,

35. As for the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea, it would spare no effort
in working towards the integration of African transport and communications systems.
He declared open the fourth Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communica

tions and Planning.
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36. In his statement on behalf of all participants, H.E. Lamin Mboge, Minister

of Public Works and Communications of the Gambia, referred to the commitment of

H,E, Ahmed Sekou Toure, President of the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea,

to the cause of African development, of which transport and communications was a

major building block. The Minister recalled that H.E0 the President had been

among the founding members of the Organization of African l&iity. The Minister

proposed that the text of President Toure1 s inspiring statement be made a working

document of the Conference.

37. Finally, on behalf of all his colleagues, the Minister expressed his gratitude

for the overwhelming hospitality extended to all participants by the President

and the Government of Guinea.

Election of officers

38. The Conference elected representatives of the following countries as its

officers:

Chairman: Guinea , ■

First Vice-Chairman'* Morocco

Second Vice-Chairman * Zambia ,

Rapporteur: Gong o

Adoption of the agenda

39« The Conference adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the Conference

2. Election of officers

3# Adoption of the agenda and crganization of work

4a General debate

5. Consideration of the report of the Meeting of Experts oh:

(a) Hie Round Table «$»ting on the Decade held in

Paris in June 1983

(b) the implementation of the programme of the first phase

(c) follow-up action on the resolutions adopted by the third

Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications ,

and Planning, the ninth meeting of the ECA Conference of

Ministers, the Economic and Social Council and the United

Nations General Assembly

(d) thr preparation of the fifth, sixth and seventh technical

consultative meetings .-., :.

(e) consideration of the draft programme of the second r' "'■-

(1984-1983) as well as its final adoption by the Conference
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6, Date and place of the next Conference

7, Any other matters

8, Adoption of the final report

9, Launching of the programme of the second phase of the Decade

10, Closure of the Conference *

A0. After an exchange of views on the question of whether or not the Confermce

shoulf~LSer- the Report of the Inter-Agency C^^f^9^t'the^cT
Scmunications, it unanimously accepted the proposal put forvard by the EGA
Executive Secretary and decided that:

(a) An extraordinary meeting of the Communications CWttee of the
Conference of Ministers of-Transport, Communications and Planning would be

organized within two months*

(b) The venue of the meeting would be determined in due ccursej

(c) Delegations to the extraordinary meeting on African satellite
eo^iLtiS'Tould be given the authority to reach a final aad-bindu* dec*S,on
at the meeting on behalf of the Ministers.

Organisation of work

41. The Conference adopted the following timetable:

Mornings: 9 a.nio to 12-30 p.m.

Afternoons s 3 P«^» io 6 P«m.

General debate.

L2 The representative of Morocco thanked the Government of Gutoa for its

to have access to the sea»
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43. The objective was to provide Africa with the road networks needed before
any trade development took plaqe. Morocco would therefore make eve^Teffort to
develop on its territory the Tangter-Lagos a«i Rabat^airo SLlJJ

hlghway-He

45. In order to pronote the maritime sector in Africa, hs tabled draft resolution.
on •on

(a) Maritime fraud, barratry and piracy;

(b) The_establishment of an African fund for the development of maritime
training$ and

(c) African shipping and chartering pools.

r* mZr°^ ™B "S.^ tO abolish non-physical barriers to intra-Afrioan air
transport links. It has in that regard signed 16 agreements with African States,
ootje countries were already using the Moroccan aircraft repair and maintenance
centre. He proposed, finally, that a resolution should be adopted setting up
an adjioc committee to promote intra-African co-operation and technical expertise.

47. The representative of Senegal thanked President Ahmed Sekou Toure for his
welcome. He was grateful for the enlightening audience that President Se"kou
loure had granted to delegations and wished to convey to the Guinean Head of

thTcount P hlS C°mpaSSion follow^g the natural disaster which had struck

48. Ife welcomed the work accomplished by the experts who, in the light of the
evaluation* the first-phase programme, had bee£ able to'work ott ailewapproach
to the second phase and to propose effective machinery for mobilizing financial

I!" Sunotf? Wlth satisfaction that the experts had grasped the need to
strengthen the contribution of States to the financing of their development
programmes and that, in the light of the experience of the first phase and of
the lessons of the Paris Round Table, they had worked out a realistic programme
for the second phase. Finally, he endorsed the experts* recommendation that the
possibxlxty of a second Decade should be envisaged.

°f Mali' after keying the fraternal greetings of
^ r* T?^?' S^^^neral of the Democratic Union of ?he Malian
People and Head of State, tp the President of the Revolutionary *ople»a RepubHc of
Guxnea and its people, reiterated his condolences on the recent earthquake.
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51« Mali was sensitive to any aotion designed to open up the land-locked

countries. As a matter of transport policy, it supported the efforts to adapt

the techniques used mare effectively to the African context, the idea of carrying

out supplementary objectives and the aim of diversifying access routes. For Mali

approach costs represented more than 30 per cent of the c.i.f, value of imported

goods at the frontier.

52. As part of its transport and communications policy in pursuance of its

fourth plan, Mali had concentrated on the opening ap of the country, the increase

of transport capacity and the co-ordination of the different economic sectors

to ensure regional aoonostia integration. To this end, the strategies chosen

concerned the consolidation of existing facilities, the execution of projects

already studied and feasibility studies of other projects.

53. The objectives and strategy of Mali's five-year plan for the transport

and communications sector were in perfect harmony with those of the Decade.
Finally, he gave an account of the results achieved during the first phase of

the Decade and reported that an international conference of donors had been

organized in December 1982 by his country to consider its economic recovery and

development.

54. After extending his thanks to the government and people of Guinea for their

warm welcome, the representative of Rwanda expressed condolences to. all the

families who had been bereaved by the recent earthquake in December, He also
thanked the ECA secretariat for the efforts they had made and the quality of the
documents which had allowed the government experts to do serious work. The

objective was the physical integration of Africa, the attainment of which called
for an effort by, and active solidarity among member States, Such solidarity

was required before extra-African solidarity.

55. Rwanda was in favour of the new method proposed which gave top priority

to transit transport corridorsj those were of crucial importance to land-locked
countries. It was also necessary to find a solution to legal and administrative
problems related to their utilization through transit agreements to be eventually

worked out jointly with EGA and other international organizations. In the
telecommunications sector, Rwanda had designed a development master plan and

a training programme for technical staff at all levels.

55, He was satisfied with the second phase Decade programme proposed. To
conclude, he emphasized the absolute necessity for African countries to co

ordinate their efforts for the physical integration of the continent.

57, The representative of Gabon first extended the fraternal greetings of the
President of Gabon to His Excellency Ahmed Sekou Toure and renewed to the people
of Guinea his profound sympathy for the 22 December earthquake. His delegatxon

highly appreciated the warm welcome it had received.
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58. ECA was to be commended for the quality of documents'submitted* The reasons
for the relative success of the first phase had already been acknowledged by the
Ministers who met in Cairo. For that reason, the alternative programme submitted
by ECA seemed more realistic because it took into account both the financial

constraints of membor States and the reticence of funding agencies* However,

the immediate needs of African States in terns of rehabilitation, maintenance,
training and technical assistance had been covered,,

59. He outlined the considerable efforts that Gabon had made in the transport

and communications sector* Those efforts would be continued in the second phase

of the Decade* On the possibility of a second Decade, he felt that the objective

of co-ordinating and integrating existing infrastructures could not ba attained

by the end of the current Decade* Beyond 1988, action would have to be taken under
the Iagos Plan of Action and Final Act. His delegation therefore approved the
principle of a second Decade,

60. He hoped that the financing situation would improve and that leans would be
granted on concessional termso It would be desirable for African countries to

pool all their resources and potential to create training and research institu
tions on African soil. For that reason, Gabon had agreed to host a multinational

civil avaiation training centre at Mvengue to train aircraft pilots airi maintenance
technicianso Work was under way and the centre should be open in October 1985.

IGAO and AFGAC had provided logistic support for the implementation of the project
and UKDP had provided significant financial assistance,, The Governing Council
of the Mvengue school would meet in Libreville from H to 18 May0 He therefore
renewed to his frllow Ministers of Civil Aviation the invitation sent by the

Government of Gabon to the countries which had signed the convention establishing the
Centre3

61. The representative of Benin transmitted to the President of the People's
Revolutionary Republic of Guinea and to the Guinean people the fraternal greetings
of the President and people of Benin* He congratulated ECA on the efforts it had

made since the launching of tha Decade, along the lines of the Lagos Plan of
Actiono The initial programme for the second phase, presented at Cairo, had been

considered too ambitious and unrealistic in view of the world economic crisis,

ECA had therefore proposed to the governmental experts a more realistic alternative
programme, which took account of the objectives and strategy of the Decade, the

Cairo guidelines and the suggestions of the Paris Rc:;nc! Table* The n*w programme

should lay particular emphasis on the projects of the least advanced countries
and those upholding "the right to the sea",

62« 3enin was doing everything possible to give its land-locked neighbours access
to the sea« These countries were members of the Governing Council of the

autonomous port of Cotonou, where they enjoyed facilities for the rapid transit

of their products* In order to carry out more effectively its role as a transit
country, Penin planned to strengthen and maintain its rail and road infrastructures
which provided access to the sea. These included the extension of its railway

from Parakou to Niamey and the bitumen surfacing of the road from Povga (frontier
with upper Volta) to Djouga and Savalou* Benin had supported the ideas developed
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the experts. He urged member

to adopt those resolutions*

63. Tte -presentative *

the -ural disaster that had

afflicted the people of Guinea.,

6U As a newly-independent

on the programme for the -f£
without reserve the idea of launohxng a

accepted the draft

g he establishment

^e personnel.

«. The representati^ ofJ-bia expressed

could be thecent of the phase I programme had

brXoan^i underlined tb. ^ed for continued

tkroughout phase II of the Decade.

5

very succeseful

68. The representative of Algeria ^
having hosted the fourth Conference and determined

needs and coincide

legittoafe aspirations of the African peoples.

69. The proves for^..^SS
purchase of equipment should b* <^d^nh
iTght of the necessary resources. To meet the

training should receive I^^'**^0^

of management arri maintenance,

^ were co^*^.
in Algeria, with emphasis
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70. The representative of Swaziland saw the gathering in Conakry for the fourth

Conference of Ministers as another clear indication of the continuing and relent

less search for mutual and interregional co-operation to find meaningful and concrete

solutions to African transport and communications problems. It was common knowledge

that Africa had inherited a system geared more to serve outside interests than

those of her own* It was therefore the duty of the present generation to reverse

the situation by opening up previously inaccessible areas and promoting the integra

tion of the African continent.

71« The Minister reminded the meeting of the recent floods in Swaziland which

had damaged roads, bridges, the telecommunications network and dams, thus destroy

ing the basic infrastructure built up during the fifteen-year post-independence

period* The damage had been, do extensive that it would take Swaziland a number of

years to recover*

72*1 While a detailed assessment ("if the assistance required was being made, it
was known that Swaziland did not possess the necessary expertise for all the

rehabilitation work and therefore an appeal was launched for ECA's assistance and

for a special dispensation to be made to enable Swaziland to submit new projects

which had arisen as a consequence of the disaster*

73« The representative of Guinea reiterated to participants the welcome of

President Ahmed Sekou Toure and thanked them for the moral and material assistance

provided after the earthquake of last December. He congratulated the international

organizations and EGA in particular on the serious way in which the Conference

had been prepared. The Conference was a high-level forum for the co-ordination

and exchange of experiences aimed at responding to African development problems.

In spite of the difficulties of preparing and carrying out the first phase, due

to the international economic crisis, Guinea was giving priority to its projects

included in the Decade programme. The objective to be attained was African unity.

In the course of time, Guinea had gradually improved its projects. As a result,

the implementation of the Decade programme in Guinea had heen a great success.

74» He gave a full account of Guinea's achievements, regretting the small role

which road projects had played during the first phase* In the transport and

communications sectors Guinea had made a substantial effort outside the Decade

programme, which nevertheless should be taken into account.

75* During the second phase, Guinea had observed the following priorities:

(a) projects favouring the production and marketing of African projects with the

aim of food self-sufficiency; (b) infrastructural projects aimed at integration
and the opening up of new traffic outlets; (c) maintenance and training projects.
He stressed tte high cost of infrastructures, especially since often they were

not financially profitable. During this time of crisis, programmes should be

readjusted to the size of the resources available and not to the ijnmense needs

of Africa. Less reliance should be placed on international assistance. For the

execution of regional or subregicnal projects one of the most promising possibilities

remained bilateral or multilateral cc—operation between African States. Guinea

would do everything in its power to make the Decade a success*
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76. The representative of Liberia considered that ministerial conferences

lad led to a sober reflection on? and a realistic examination of, the first-
phase programme, While the first phase could be cors5dered a success* there

was still room for improvement? which the second phase oucht to take into account.

The provision of 75 per cent of the funds for the implementation of the first
phase by African Governments themselves was indicative of their whole-hearted support
for the Decade* Effective and continuous development of Africa depended on Africans

themselves and therefore they ought to redouble their efforts during phase IIo

77. His Government supported the efforts of EGA to constantly examine and re-
examine the programme of the Decade and to suggest new directions, new approaches

and new methods of implementing the programme,, He particularly supported the
enphasis placed on manpower development, training, rehabilitation and maintenance 0*

existing infrastructure»

78. Liberia's support for the development of Africa was unrelenting and clearo

For its part? Liberia had completed all its major PANAFTEL links and was making
a great effort to complete its portion of the Trans-African Highway* With the
support of United Nations and OAU agencies, he was hopeful of success*,

79. The representative of Kenya gave a brief review of the first-phase programme

of his country* Kenya's programme ranged from the construction of farm-to-market
rural access roads to the rehabilitation of the Lagos-Monbasa Highway and the
construction of regional roads in co-operation with its neighbour?,, Kenya had
also completed its telecommunications network whixih it would share witn its
neighbours* With reference to the second phase, he expressed the hope that the
programme raid be "adopted andtha«-; *n the light of the experience of the faxst
phase, the implementation of the secord phase would be more successful*,

80w The representative of the Sudan pointod out +hot hJ_^ comtry shared borders
with eight other countries, some of which were lan-1-lccked, Sudan was therafore-
co-operating sith its neighbours in efforts to ease problems of transport and
communications and had under different stages of construction, a number of
highways vihich would eerve to link African States with each other and which,
together with Sudanese railways, would serve as an outlet for some of these
countries to the seao He gave the following example.- of projects in Progress

which would link the country5s western, southern and northern borders wxth the
seaport in the east: a road link between Aswan in Egypt and Wadi Haifa xn Sudai
and a road link between the railhead at Nyala and Zalingei in the west, whxch wo la
be cor;Jr:r-j.?d '::, l',l C ..-..aira close to the western border with Ghad0

81. The people of Sudan had made great .--crlfices to carry out these projects.
He appealed to Africans to establish the right priorities and not to waste rhefc
resources on unnecessary and grandiose projects. It was satisfying to see the
re-ordering of priorities by putting rehabilitation and training at the top- -
For its part, Sudan had adopted a comprehensive rehabilitation policy a few
years previously but the country faced the same problem as the Decade programme,
namely, that of finding the necessary financial resources, To underscore the
importance of training, the Government of Sudan had declared 1984 "The Tear of
Training" and was sparing no effort in mobilizing resources to gn -affect to

this declaration^
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82. Heconoluded by lamenting the fact that no provision had been made for
interpretation to and from Arabic, although it was an official language of the
Conference. 6 6 tUB

?? ^rST^^n? tbe Canoros» after lending fraternal greetings from
SLTS^f.^ ^^l61* £** ^kOU W*' e^^sed his c^ole^es™
those families bereaved in the wake of the earthquake last December.

84. He stressed the strong support of his Government for the development and

2Sf£&ftZ^? t^t*"? ** the UgM Plan rf Actlon- He thereforereiteratedhis Government's backing for the activities of the economic bodies.
The transport and communications sector was the second national priority and
Ms Government had therefore taken concrete steps, particularly in the tele-

n^^^^^i ti!r°Ugh °0GE ^ FAC *"&*** wlth **O*d to the ongoing "
project entiled* "Telephone exchanges and urban networks".

5hn? ^H^ of the Comnros informed the Conference.of the renewal
of d^omatic relations with the United Republic of Tanzania. He made it clear
thati^ t*« WeiiW been working out joint projects integrated in the PTA
programme, ^ line with the Decade objectives. He urged the meeting to take
these projects into account in the phase IT Decade programme.

86. The^representative of Ethiopia outlined his country's activities in the

n eCade- Eth*2|» M oartrtrf.90 per
S?J2 f Cairo^borone Trans-East-African highway, the regional

!SSwS^? ?M TJ0??*^ llnkS W6re ^^ stre^^^j and the nationalT r
-earrier (Ethiopian Airlines) was extending its services to many parts of Africa
and had made its training facilities available to other African countries.

* funds mobllized f«* the inplenentation of the
e programme, 75 per cent eame from Governments of Africa. Therefore,

it would be wise to include only those projects in the second^phase programme
that were within Africa's capability to effectively implement. The execution
•t the programme should be seen as the responsibility of African States. This
sh-uld not be taken to mean that foreign assistance was not required. Meed
asaistanee from donor countries and financial institutions was welcome and in

l ^^T ~JJ*^ thOSS don0rS that had ^t^ed assistance in the implementa
first-phase programme.

88, He concluded by supporting the idea that, during the second-phase, special
emphasis should be put on the maintenance and rehabilitation of already existing
d!>v1S^!!^^ facilities and that training programmes in manpower
development should be undertaken. Ethiopia also supported in principle the
launching of a second Transport and Communications Decade.

89. The representative of the Gambia underscored the importance of transport
and communications as the engines of economic development. His Government's
objectives in these fields had been clearly stated in its Five-Year Plan for
Eeonomi* and Social Development in whioh transport and oommunications were given
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top priority. The prominence given to transport and communications did not,

however, imply that they-were to be seen in isolation from other areas of develop
ment but rather as an integral component of development in general. The goals of

his Government were therefore congruent with those of the Ifeiited Nations Transport

and Communications Decade in Africa. ..

90. It was clear that the bulk'of the funds needed for the Implementation of the

projects of the second phase of the Decade would have to come from external sources.

He paid tribute to the many advanced countries that had rendered assistance to

Africa. Because Africa's own resources were limited, it was important that external
assistance would continue during the second phasej otherwise, the prospects for -

success would be gloomy*

91. The representative of Chad emphasized that the Transport and Communications ~

Decade had made it possible to measure the extent of ..tbe genuine needs of Africa
reflected in a host of projects among which priorities should be established.
Cteid was the most land-locked country in Africa. The nearest port was more

than 1,700 km away. That explained the primary importance of national and

international transport networks to Chad. The recent years of war in his country

had disrupted all maintenance operations. ..Most roads had deteriorated and more
than 50 per cent of the vehicle fleet of the country's transport organizations was

out of service. The transport and communications sectors would therefore have to
be revitalized quickly by creating the conditions required to provide services to tha

country and to maintain links with neighbouring States in line with the Decade
objectives. Efforts were being focused on roads, air transport and telecommunications.

9£. His Government was following with attention and interest the development of ,
trans-African road projects which were important to the future of Chad. However,

his country had difficulty developing the relevant feeder links on its territory.

He stressed the importance of the proposed establishment of the Central African

transport co-ordination centre, which would contribute positively to the attain
ment' of the Decade objectives. Even though his country, owing to its turmoil,
could not host the headquarters of the council, Chad would lite the project to be
implemented with dispatch. The search for a dynamic strategy for mobilizing the ft
necessary funds to build international highways should be of major concern. Tof
date, funds had been scattered among a host of countries because the roads were
being built by small sections. More was being done in those places where risks
were lower "han in those places where the need was greatest. The Ministers might
consider setting up a buffer system to complement inadequate external financing.
He hoped ECA would continue to play a leading rqle in the implementation of the

second .phase Decade programme. ,

93. The representative of 3M0 presented the apologies of the Secretary-General
of 1M0 for not having been able to attend the Conference because of other oonmjitraento.
Be expressed to the President and people of Guinea his sympathies for the disaster
which had afflicted the country. He then congratulated ECA for the. efforts it had
made to attain the objectives of the Decade... As a specialized agency, .JMO had

contributed within the area of "its competence and would continue to support the

Decade Programme. * • ■ •
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94. Maritime transport played a considerable role in the external trade of

African countries,, It was therefore necessary, to develop and modernize national

maritime capabilities,, For that reason, WO paid special attention to co-operation,

training and technical assistance, without neglecting the problems of technology

transfer and industrialization0 The establishment of high-level national and

subregional training centres had in recent times been the hallmark of BIO activities

in Afrioa. That had brought very significant changes in the calibre of African

maritime transport personnel. Those efforts shoulS be continued both locally and
outside Africa, particularly at the world maritime university of Malmo, in Sweden,

where the training programme catered far the priority needs of developing countries.

That institution trained highly skilled experts, so greatly needed by the develop

ing countries, in the fields of maritime administrationj maritime security, maritime

education and shipping management.

95« He thanked the President of the Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea for
the warm welcome accorded to his delegation,

96» After renewing his condolences to the people of Guinea for the losses they
had sustained in the recent earthquake, the representative of PATU thanked the

host Government for its warm welcome and EGA for having invited him to the Conference,

Telecommunications played a primary role in relations between people and in the

integration of economies. He believed in the ability of Africans to control their

destiny. As a specialized agency of OAU, PATU felt involved in the implementation

of the Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act. For that matter, it was also involved

in the implementation of the Decade programme. PATU's co-operation with ECA should

be seen along those lines. The joint endeavour required the use of African experts

whose participation should be broadened and systematized, with a view to achieving

regional autonomy in the matter of expertise. African institutions and experts

should be trusted to be able to contribute to the effort because this was the only

way the objectives could be achieved* In any African project their participation

should be desirable, elicited and accepted.

97. PATU reaffirmed its resolve to assume all its responsibility in implementing

every regional telecommunications project in close co-operation with African IGQs

and with the assistance of BCAj ITU and UNDP. Go-operation was being developed

between PATU, UNESCO, UW2D0 and ILO to implement research, industrial and

training programmes. He welcomed the appeal launched by the Head of State of Guinea

to United Nations agencies to transfer expertise in Africa to the specialized

agencies of QAU. Those agencies should spare no effort to bring about a new world

economic, information and communication order.

98. In accordance with the decisions of the Conference of African Ministers of
Telecommunications, held at Kinshasa in January 1982, PATU was to serve as the

institutional framework for considering any regional telecommunications project™

He was therefore pleased with the decision taken on the regional satellite

telecommunications projects. PATU would slvays adh.«ra.to th» strict iapXeaentation

of the decisions of the Conference. Africa had to be free to work out its own

development objectives and to determine their framework for implementation*
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99. The ^^tJ^^??.
1S££^ in «- 15yvearS of its exigence, They

(a) The stands specification agreed to by AFRAA member airlines for B747,
DC10, A310, B767, B757 and 3737 aircraft.;

r5
overall capacity;

flight dispatchers and cabxn crewj

spare parts pool for the

reservations system;

xax progress achieved in the implementation of the AFRAA grid
.ir connection between all African capitals.

100. He elaborated on tvro difficulties- being faced in fully imp^er.ting the

AFRAA grid cyxloas

s ss

routes©

mi Wo outlined the solutions that AFRAA advocated
101. He outimea tto «•" „-!„!* at +-h*>se included, the utiiiza-cion ui «uu«.«
flexible in granting traffxc rxghtsj these xnci» , ^^^ agreements for the

agreements for revenue Poolijlg.be7ef?pa^nuirJ approval" and support of airline
use of aircraft of common carriers,^jeW^^™^ ^ facilitieS
agreed tariffs awi the improvement of entry and transit p

at African airports,,

102, The Secretary-General of AFRAA

that AFRAA had embarked upon without
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^Ti?^ ^f^ of a^craft hull insurance which could save more than
million in the first year;

(b) Joint fuel purchase which could yield even greater benefits while
improving availability of fuel,

103. He reminded States that there were areas where they could assist African
air transport better by facilitating transfers of African Airlines' earnings
blocked in banks and also suggested that a study leading to concerted action
by States to solve the problems caused by noice-abatement policies being adopted
at airports of developed oountries be undertaken,

104, In conclusion, he appealed for support in all of the above to ensure, not
only the efficiency of air transport operations but also the future availability of
intra-^African air services of adequate frequency aid capacity.

«f tte International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
^ S, Conference on the needs of the regim and the achievements and ongoing

activities of his organization in the field of civil aviation communications in
Africa,

106. He referred to the African Planning and 3mplementatien Regional Group (APIRG)
which had been established to assist in the implementation of the air navigation
plan drawn up for Africa, and to the Group's often expressed request for co-ordina
tion and provision of adequate communications, Aeronautical Fixed Services (AFS)

f1 ?SiCULar A sunmar5r report of sti til l
, autical Fixed Services (AF

f ?S; A sunmar5r report of a stuiy on aeronautical telecommunications
in Africa had been distributed in 1980 to sensitize donors and international agencies.

107, APIRG looked into the use of public telecommunications circuits, especially
satellite links. Contacts were made with ITU to make better use of PANAFTEL
links and to request the. introduction of special tariffs for Aeronautical Fixed
oervice circuits in the AFI region (African and Indian Ocean) because high tariffs
levied by telecommunications administrations hindered the development o£ a leased-
eircuit network for civil aviation in Africa, .

^ ^^ ^ als° made to SV*ci&l Implementation Projects (SIP) financed
^L^S ?IA0.regularbudget as a means of speeding up implementation of circuits

provided for xn the TCA0 Air Navigation Plan (ANP).

109. The representative of AFCAC thanked the President of the Revolutionary
People's Republic of Guinea for the special emphasis he had given to the role
played by the specialized agencies of OAU, including AFCAC, in the implementation
•tf the Decade, xn conformity with the guidelines laid down by the Heads of State
and Government in the resolution on the Lagos Plan of Action.

110. He explained that AFCAC, since its inception, had based its activities on the
principles laid down by the political organs of OAU in the 1973 Declaration on
^n0T™nCo~operation and Development and in the lagos Plan of Action. To this
end, AFCAC had adopted measures in conformity with the norms defined in the

Declaration of General Policy in the field of Civil Aviation, adopted subsequently,
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in 1980, in Freetown, by OAUi Those measures were concerned mainly with
g the co-operation and integration of African airline companies, the

of aeronautical activities and the role of ADB and technical research.
d projects ted been included for the most part in the Decade programme.

The two main projects concerned the establishment of two multinational training

hh5 rsrs^
establishing the centres, of vhich AFCAC was the depositary.

111. ATCAC had also helped in carrying out studies, including that financed by the
French Government on the optimal development of air services in Africa. It had
also contributed to the study financed by ADB on the 6^blfta^2f * ^

establishment of a pan-African airline.

112. He renewed his support for the implementation of the Decade programme and
ielcJS the dynamic corporation that had been tatituted betveen ECA and AFCAC.

in. The representative of UNESCO commended the willingness of EEC, European
G^emme^rLi fteanci.1 institutions to collaborate «ith «» ^t^noy Co-
ordinating Committee for UMTACOA, Kith a view to hamoni^

for the implementation of the first phase of the Decade.

being a member of the Inter-Agency Co-ordinating ^e UNESCO

countries.

11^ To underscore UHESCO's hope for a positive outcome of the Decade, he infomed
tS'corfer^e tS WIESCO wa/executing projects in media development in more _
than 30 African countries simultaneously.

116. He concluded Kith the assertion that the 1978 Declaration of UNESCO on the
Ne^CcLXtic* and Information C^er ^s not an **£>*?££ ^ ^ *°
communicate but rather an opportunity for many voices to be heared.
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117. The representative of UNCTAD, speaking on behalf of tlie Secretary-General

of that organization, associated himself with those delegations which had already

Hanked the President of the Revolutionary People's ■ Republic of Guinea. The task
of UNCTAD was to help the devoloping countries in the- fields of maritime transport

and transit transport: provision of the necessary port facilities, development

and mastery of maritime transport and multimodal transport, and support for the

activities of land-locked and transit countries in the opening up of outlet

corridors, UNCTAD provided technical assistance, training and backstopping for the

elaboration and co-ordination of policies and regulations in the fields of

maritime, multimodal and transit transport. Its activities were financed mainly by

UNDP awi were directly related to the priorities laid down by the fourth Meeting

of Experts.

118. He empfasized tte priority that should be given to training In the technical,
management and operational fields. He felt that the training projects selected

for the second phase did not cover all tlie needs and the activities that must be

started urgently. Concerning the opening up of outlet corridors, UNCTAD had

prepared, on the basis of EGA documents, a paper which listed, by corridors, the

projects of interest to the land-locked countries. This coulxi be circulated to

the delegations concerned* The paper pinpoijited along eaca corridor the sections

which needed urgent financing. It also stressed the importance of non-physical

obstacles to rapid, safe and cheap movement: transit procedures, custom

formalities and so on. Hence the xjaportance of transit agreements between land

locked and transit countries for the benefit of all.

119. He had been interested in the reflections of the experts concerning the

improvement of the machirery for financing projects for transport outlets through

the transit countries. Such reflections night lead to the establishment of

instruments for the co-financing of projects which associated the land-locked and

the transit countries. To that end, UNCTAD had suggested the establishment of

subreaional. funds. Finally, UNCTAD was totally committed, in a^soc^Rtion. with EGA,

to assisting with the attainment of the objectives of the Decade.

120. The representative of ILO outlined the continuing support of his agency for

the Decade, He referred in particular to manpower training in vocational and

management areas, for tdiich ILO was prepared to transfer its know-how within the

framework of the secor*} phased Particular attention was drawn to ILO resources

in modern modular training programmes. ILO was also ready to assist in designing

new courses. Attention was also drawn to ILO regional advisers available in

various fields of competence, who could assist m*mb*r countries in further analysis

ani elaboration of some 50 projects, fficret of them in the transport subsectors,

including: road transport (27), railways (9), shipping (3)1 port operations (11),
inland water transport (3), multinodal transport (2) and manpower training (l)«

121« Tte representative of the African Development Bank (ADB) ; stated that the
Bank Group comprising the African Development Fund (ADF), the Nigerian Trust
Fund (NTF) and the Bank proper had committed, as at 31 December 1983, sane $4.8
billion of which transport and communications projects accounted for about
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srr? arsar

122. m future the Bank's policy to -^^^V^TS^ celt of the
communications would continue with a P^1^^^ £S to be obtained frcm
Group's resources for these sectors.TheBank s resources ^ ^

intermtional markets at taterest rates of 12 P«^ ^ Pf^r tems of
10 years and yet they were passed on to member °<*fj^B™

tems of sane

were

Government«

123. The scarcity of concessionary resources ^t^ory incxuaea .x^».
revenue-earning projects on commercial terms. nw e y , new installations

telecommunications.

JU. Project, submitted to the B££^^^J^^
aupported by the Government or Governments, xn the «J« of feasibility
The Bank Gron.p also assisted member countries in the preparation 01

and design studies through grants or loans.

<* «■ «"»' f

struck the country.

main activities since its inception* They
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Affj ?e ?Tlefly reviewed the present postal and telecommunications situation in
£££V.^FT^VS..h2^^1*^ i^^ ^r ^00 inhabitanta north of ^
Sahara as against only 0*43 lines south of the Sahara* ,

Muchre^ed to be done. For. its.part, UAPT had make numerous contributions
^ ^d^triallza^on *«* field of teleoc^unicaS S^^

]l°'j Tht rePres?*ative of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern
African States (PTA) briefed the Conference on the role of uTor^nSatio^ w£U

third ■ of the^areai of Africa vith a population of some 150 million livlng lnTto^at^i 5 m livlng lnTto
^ne of^S~^ ]l ?£?*£?..'*?*?- Bigned thfe Treat^ establishinfthe PTa
S!« 1 , land-locked countries were located Hithin the PTA Region! in
additton 4 vere island States. The PTA secretariat^was striyin^ to «,IoS"tBtates. The PTA secretaS
A tte reSS ^T^rT™* tO4develoP t&e transp^ anTclmunica^ons ^
to the region. These sectors were instrumental in promoting trade and for that
reason the. FTA associated itself «ith th<^ aim arxi obJecS of thew£

Consideration of the report of the Meeting of Experts

the

** t!^ Meeti"g °f Experts outlined the discussions which the
s had held from ^January to 4 February 1084 inConakrv.^ Sith
5^86 P^-6™. ^^ hL reco^eSthrad^tirb^^he
? Pr°8ramme PreS6I1*fi3 by ^ -1 ^^^ ^ me.bS States^ me.bS States.%?? ^ ate

^ * T ^V^118*10' i"011"?^ 1°22 projects amounting to
It was broken down as -follows: *

(i) -^T^"^' l^6 pr°Jeote ^^.i^ ^-3.biUion of which $5.1 billion
had been cr was about to be acquired;

(ii) Comraunications: 456 projects costing $3.97 billion of which $1.69
°" 'oeen cp. Has about to be .acquired. . : . ;-.-...

i This list, which would J^&'&
A^ifj£hi'2rt£-?i^* tO ^ *1«*'o«*«V »*»«*« onSr'relumtoAddis Ababa and trananxtted as soon as possible to manber States, ft was the
actual principle of the reduced programme whi* was to be approved, the tables
rep?0*,?^ ,in;the everts!, report vere merely indicative. PPr^6Q' the tables
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133. With regard to the holding of the technical consultative meeting on air

transport scheduled for November 1984* the Gabonese Government had been sounded

out by ECA. The representative of Gabon said that his country had not been officially

contacted and he could therefore only reserve his position concerning the choice

of Libreville for the meeting. However, he saw no obligation a priori. He asked

ECA for details of the practical measures required, so that he could consult

his Government.

134* Some delegations had expressed doubts about paragraph 46 of the report which

concerned resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/26 entitled "Regional African Satellite

Communications System11. After discussion, it was decided to maintain the paragraph

unchanged. The representative of ECA pointed out that the Conference had decided

that the report of the Inter—Agency Co-ordinating Committee would be considered at

a special meeting of experts, for example, on 20 and 21 April 1984»

135» After these clarifications and some minor corrections noted by the ECA

secretariat, the experts1 report was unanimously adopted by the Conference of

Ministers.

b) Consideration of draft resolutions" •■_•■- • ' ' *' • ■

136* The Chairman of the Meeting of Experts introduced the draft resolutions

submitted to the Conference, which then considered one by one the 10 draft

resolutions included in the experts' report.

137* The following draft resolutions (Res.84/24 to Res.84/2?) were adopted unchanged:

— Approval of the programme of the second phase sf the Decade;

— Implementation of the programme of the second phase of the Decade;

— Ratification of the Convention establishing the African Air Tariff

Conference ; and

— Industrialization in the field of transport and communications in Africa*

138. After consideration of draft resolution Res. 84/28 on the Tangier—Lagos

axis, the Conference adopted it with a reservation expressed by the representativ*

of Algeria, He recalled the declaration embodied in document E/ECA/CM.9/26 of

the Cairo Conference.. While supporting any initiative to develop infrastructures

favouring intra-African trade, Algeria nevertheless recalled the reservations

it had expressed at the Cairo Conference*

139. Draft resolution Res. 84/29 entitled "Prevention of Marine Rsllution" was
adopted unchanged.
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140, Draft resolution Res.84/30 on the second United Nations Decade for transport
and communications In Africa gave rise to a long debate at the end of which it was

decided to set up a Drafting Committee composed of representatives of Guinea,

Morocco, Senegal and Zambia, as well as representatives of EGA and OAV» The

drafting Committee's proposal was discussed and adopted with certain amendments*

141» Draft resolutions Res.84/31 (Ways of mobilizing funds to Implement the
programme for the second phase. (1984-1988) of the Decade: role of funding agencies)y
Res.84/32 (Financing of iiifrastructural and capital projects on liberal terms") aid
Res.84/33 (Establishment of a system of interest rebates on loans for financing
transport and communications projects), were adopted unchanged,

142. Morocco submitted four draft resolutions on the following subjects:

(a) Establishment of an African fund for the development of maritime
training;

(b) Maritime fraud, barratry and piracy?

(c) African shipping and chartering associations and pools j

(d) Development of intra-Afrlcan co-operation.

143« The Algerian delegation stated that the four draft resolutions, submitted
directly to the Conference, covered diverse.and omplex fields. They required

careful study: their technical, legal and financial implications could not be

considered in haste. Algeria therefore requested the postponement of the draft

resolutions, pending study by ad hoc expert committees, without prejudice to the

opinions, comments and suggestions that Algeria might put forward. In making that

proposal, the Algerian delegation was merely respecting the normal procedures*,

144« After further clarifications, in particular by the Chairman, arai in a desir;
to work for mutual co-operation and understanding between African States,- the Algerian

delegation said it would have no difficulty in going along with the majority view

on the question, while maintaining its opinion about the procedure followed*

145» After an exchange of views, Morocco withdrew its draft resolution on the
establishment of an African fund f«r the development of maritime training. The
participants then decided:

(a) To adopt the draft resolution on maritime fraud barratry ard piracy,
with reservations from the following 11 countries: Algeria, Angola,

Benin, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Zimbabwe^
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(b) To adopt the draft resolution on African shipping and chartering
associations and pools, with regard to which two countries, including

Benin, voted against and ten countries, including Angola, Mali,

Mozambique and Rwanda expressed reservations}

(c) To adopt the draft resolution on the development of intra-African co
operation, with reservations from the following 14 countries: Algeria,

Angola, Benin, Congo, Gambia, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nigeria,

Rwanda, Swaziland, the-ftnited .Republic of ..Tanzania, Zambia ^ ZJ&

Zimbabwe then submitted two additional draft resolutions on:

a) Strengthening of the Transport, Communications and Tourism Division of
ECA; and

b) Training of African personnel.

After an exchange of views the Conference reached the following decisions:

a) The draft resolution on strengthening of the Transport, Communications and
Tourism Division of ECA was adopted in principle and would be redrafted

by the ECA secretariat and reviewed at the closing session of meeting,

b) The draft resolution on Training of African personnel was adopted
unanimously, as amended.

Date and place of the next. Conference

148. The representative of Zimbabwe invited the fifth Conference of Ministers
and Meeting of Experts to meet in Harare in 1986. The invitation was unanimously
accepted by the Conference.

Any other matters

149» The representative of Cameroon infcrmed the meeting that the Minister
of State in charge of planning, who was to have led the Cameroonian delegation,
could not attend the meeting because of other pressing matters at home. He also

extended condolences on behalf of his Government to the President ani people

of Guinea for the loss of life caused by the recent earthquake, With regard

to the second-phase programme, he said that his Government would support it and

would do all in its power to implement the projects they had submitted.

150. The representative of Zimbabwe said that the Minister of Transport and

Communications was not present at the meeting because of other unavoidable

commitments at home. He joined the other delegations on behalf of his Govertment

in condoling with the President and the people of Guinea for the loss of life

caused by the recent earthquake. He also expressed his Government's willingness

to support the second-phase programme by doing all it could to implement the

projocts they had submitted.
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151. Ch. the subject of the Regional African Satellite Communications System,

the representative of Nigeria pointed out that it was unfortunate that the IACC

repcrt could not be considered by the Confei^nce because it ted not been discussed

by the Meeting of Exp-crtso He therefore appealed to the Conference to give this

project a high priority and convene a special meeting of experts either at Conakry

or Zimbabwe to examine the IACC report 0

152, It was recalled that the Conference had agreed to convene an extraordinary

meeting of the Communications Committee of the Conference of African Ministers

of Transport, Communications and Planning Id Conakry^ from 19 to 21 April 1984,

to consider the report of the IACC These experts would be mandated to take a

final decision on behalf of the Ministers*

Adoption of the final report

153* The draft report of the Conference was submitted to the Ministers for study

and comment * At the Chairman's request? delegations submitted their comments

in writing to the 3GA secretariat and they were taken into account in the final

draft. Cfci behalf of all the participants, the Chairman congratulated the secretariat

on the quality of the report and the speed with which it had been prepared,

154» The draft resolution on the strengthening of the co-ordination group of the

United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, after re-drafting

by ECA, was submitted to the Ministers,, After an exchange of views, it was adopted.

of the programme of the second phase of the Decade and

Closure of the Conference

155* H#E, Ahmed Gekou Toure, President of the Revolutionary Peopless Republic

of Guinea, spoke during the launching ceremony for the second phase of tAe Decade*

He thanked all the delegations present for having participated in the Conference

held in Guinea* He recalled the most striking achievements of the Conferei)ce:

(*) The Ministers had adopted for the second phase of the Decade, a mor%
realistic;programme amounting to &l8<>3 billions cf which $6,8 billion
was already acquired or about to bej

(b) The projects were now presented in a more functional grouping by type
of project;

(G) Regional and subregional projects were given priority but great
importance was assigned to maintenance, rehabilitation and training,

as well as to vital inter-State linkso

155, It was now necessary to take effective action to carry out the programme. The
roles to be played in the pursuance of that aim were as follows:
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**

tions programmes,

energetically?

the ^ to clarify

specialized agencies

regional and subregional p

Ttey should provide EGA with

of projectsvithin t^

national project*.

advancement

^Z of the Inter-
wire SlpSg EGA to e^luate the
to provide advice to gover^ents,

ss

of advancement of their ^^.f
interest shown by the funding agencxes.

inter-State .oo-operative efforts,

U) The fundi^ agencies shouM ^e intonecount
by the African Governments, endorsed ™ *-

projectsp

H.E, Ahn-ed Sekou Tour, stressed that

S Part of the ^^^"
based on the sole

role was also to support

o

of thinking.

^^0.1sho^d not be
iS Development was not a

^tie . deitop-d countries vas
, no gap «as possible to br^ge.

XSB MX assistance ^

represent a substantial contribution for t
^^hnology and the necessary resources .nust
a»d subregior^l level, if the dreams ff^

the national

^ealizeJ. He e.p^sed the
vould strive to apply, within

at Cona,,.
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159- He was convinced that all the decisions would in fact be applied for the
benefit of the continent. He then declared that the second-phase programme was
adopted and the work of the fourth Conference of African Ministers of Transport,
Communications and Planning was concluded.

163. H.E. Mr. Moharaed Kabbaj, Minister of Equipment of Morocco proposed that the
Conference should adopt a draft resolution on the launching of the second-phase
programme of the Decade, The proposal was adopted unanimously.

16U Speaking on behalf of all the participants, H.E. Mrs. Mavis U *ir*nd* proposed
tMt a vote of thanks should be addressed to the President,. Government and T^
of Guinea for ***r hospitality and the excellent arrangements they ted^
the success of the Conference. The proposal was adopted by acclamation.
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN MINISTERS

OF TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATIONS AND PLANNING

AT GUINEA, CONAKRY, FROM 7 TO 11 FEBRUARY 1984

; , RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res.84/24
APPROVAL OF THE PROGRAMME OF THE SECOND PHASE OF THE DECADE

* The* Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning,

Recalling its resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/23 on the preparation of the

programme of the second phase of the Decade,

Recalling also the guidelines which it laid down for the preparation of a

coherent and realistic programme in view of the prevailing unfavourable interna

tional economic climate and the capacity of African Governments to execute the

programme in a space of five years,

Considering that the programme of the second phase of the Decade will need

'constant revision and updating during the life of the second phase,

Noting with satisfaction the efforts made by the Executive Secretary of EGA

with a view to the preparation of a programme of the second phase of the Decade
in conformity with the guidelines it laid down at its third meeting at Cairo

in March 1983,

Noting also the recommendations of the seventh meeting of the Inter-Agency

Co-ordinating Committee and of the fourth Inter-Governmental Meeting of Experts

held at Conakry, Guinea, from 30 January to 5 February 1984,

1. Congratulates the Executive Secretary of ECA on the work accomplished!

2* Approves the programme of the second phase of the Decadej

3. Requests the Executive Secretary of ECA to take into account the regional

and subregional projects submitted by the United Nations bodies and the African

inter—governmental organizations mandated by member States;

4. Also requests the Executive Secretary of ECA, in co-operation with the

Secretary-General of OAU., to follow the implementation of the said programme and
to report to its fifth meeting on the progress made in the implementation of the

programme as well as propose appropriate amendments thereto.
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res. 84/25

IMPLEMENTATION CF THE PROGRAM.® CF THE SECOND PHASE CF THE DECADE

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport 1 Communications and Planning,

Considering that the implementation of the programme of the second phase of

the Decade will require even greator effort on the part of the African Governments,

African inter-governmental organizations, specialized agencies of the United Nations,

donor countries and financial institutions,

Bearing in mind, that this effort must be co-ordinated in order to ensure the

harmonious implementation of the said programme,

Recalling that, during the first phase of the Decade, African Governments

contributed the greater proportion of the financial resources for the implementation

of the programme of that phase,

!• Reaffirms the role of ECA as the "lead agency" for the co-ordination

and implementation of the programme of the Decade and invites ECA to discharge

its responsibilities, in collaboration with QAU, by:

(a) Continuing to assist African Governments to mobilize the resources

needed for the phase II programme;

(b) Investigating the possibility, in collaboration with the specialized

agencies of the United Nations and African infcer-gov»rnmental organizations,

of organizing co-financing meetings involving the appropriate number of donors

for certain regional projects and for projects in transport corridors;

(c_) Intensifying efforts already undertaken to initiate contacts with as

many donors as possible;

(d) Co-ordinating transport and communications programmes of subregional
economic groupings to ensure complementarity with thoae of other groupings;

(ei) Providing technical backstopping and logistical support to efforts

to promote projects concerning more than one oountry?

^# Invites the specialized agencies of the United Nations and African inter

governmental organizations to assist, within their respective areas of competence,

Governments in the design and execution of regional and subregional projects and,

in this connexion to:

(el) Provide periodic and timely information on the financing and physical
progress of the projects they execute;
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(b) Collaborate with EGA to enable EGA to collect information on the financ
ing of projects and their physical progress in their areas of competence^

3* Requests member States to;

(a) Ensure that the projects they included in the phase II *«<*^
to their priorities and as such are reflected in their national developnent

(b) Pursue with all vigour the financing of their own projects and, to that
effectT ensure that there is provision for the local cost component of projects;

(c) Furnish EGA and the agencies with the necessary information on the financ

ing and physical execution of projects;

(d) Follow up the expressions of interest in their projects made at technical
consultative meetings aid inform ECA of the action taken and results thereof;

(e) Support co-operative efforts such as harmonization c£ national legisla
tion and multilateral transport and communications conventions and treatxes;

(f) Form inter-State commissions for the execution of joint projects with

their neighbours;

4, Urges donor countries and financial institutions to support, even more

vigorouslfthTn in ?hase I, the efforts of African Governments to finance the
projects contained in the Decade programmes

■* Ex-resoea itr- satisfaction with the positive support of UNDP and the
General ASstfclTof the United Nations for the Decade and appeals to these bcdxes
todeploy more efforts during phase II for the success of the Decade;

Requests the Executive Secretary of ECA, in co-operation with ^
=GeSrir of OAU, to do everything possible to ensure the full executxcn

^ogramme of the second phase of the Decade and the implementation of

this resolution^
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res.84/26

RATIFICATION CF THE CONVENTION ESTABLISHING THE AFRICAN
AIR TARIFF

The Conf^renoe of.-African Ministers of Tranaport, Ccmmunicatlonfl and Pl

„ _^fi considered the report of the seventh meeting of the Inter-Agency
Co-ordinating Committee of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade
in Africa,

, BSS|lfiaa resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.79/7 on the establishment of an African
air tariffing system,

gecallino OAU Council of Ministers resolution <M/Res.8O3 on the convening
£5 * <T51(*natic conference to adopt the Convention establishing an African Air
Tariff Conference,

Miagu tha* the Convention establishing the African Air Tariff Conference
adopted at the Diplomatic Conference held at Addis Ababa in December 1980 has
to date been signed only by 15 States (with one ratification), and that 25
ratifications were required to bring it into force,

th*t the measures taken to date to speed up the coming into force
ntion in line with lti ECA/UNTACDA/R8/

H2£i££ u taken to date to speed up the coming into force
of the convention in line with resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/33 teve failed to
secure the required number of Jiignatures and ratifications,

^onrlnGe4, that EGA, QAU, AFCAC and AFRAA would have to initiate joint
practical action* in order to bring this Convention into force and hive it
ratified within the shortest possible time,

agen°y for the Decade> to ^g^e Jointly with QAU,
prstti t th

^tttT^ gy > to ^g^e Jointly with QAU,
^ and AFRAA, effective representation to secure the signature or ratification

of the Convention establishing the African Air Tariff Conference;

2; I&gs. African States that have yet to do so to sign or ratify the Convention
whose objective is to provide African airlines with the necessary structures for
the negotiation and fixing of air tariffs best suited for the development of air
transport in Africa,
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Planningj

RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Resf84/27

HCIUSTRIAL3ZATI0N IN TIE FIEID CF TRANSPORT AND
CMIUNICATIONS IN AFRIGA

Conference of Afrt?»n Minis**™ <* Transport, Cnmmunicat^ons and

its resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res. 83/36 on ™"^Jl*£^*?a'
development of African industries in the fields of transport and

to p

ccmmunicat ions,

h^w ^ »tlfaction the efforts made by **. *?{ ™TO "* mW°
implement the said resolutxon in respect of telecommunications,

Calls upon ECA to
its efforts, in collaboration ^

fsss ass
also in the transport sectors

2.

tto

a

s^Sjatisfectis with the action* ^^s^'S
African Railways, Kith a view to organizing in Tunis in October
on the manufacture in Africa: of railway equipaent,

greater bannonization of action ^
agencies in the ^plementation

fcdtil Dlopnent Decad

3. Bsae
UN3D0 and oth^r' ^cialized agencies in the ^plementation ^
Ccmunicatioas Decade- and the fcdustrial Developnent Decade for Africa.
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RESOLUTION EGA/UNTACDA/Res.84/28

TANG3ER-IAG0S AXIS

The Conference of African Minis**™ of

^solution 1982/57 adopted by the Economic and Soolal Council

^^ "

infrastructures 3t., the reco^endatioxs

the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.

*-
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RESOLUTION BCA/UNTACDA/Res•84/29

PREVENTION CF MARINE POLLUTION

The Conference of Aftf,^ Ministers of

Planning^

substances through regional and subregional agre«nents,

enviroranental matters*
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RESOLUTION BCA/UNTACDA/Res.84/30

PROSPECTS FOR A SECOr© UNITED NATIONS DECADE ON THE DEVEL0R1EOT

OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS IN AFRICA

The Conference of African,Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning,

Recalling resolution 291 (XIIl) of 26 February 1977 of the ECA Conference of
Ministers, resolution 2097 (LXHl) of 29 July 1977 of the Economic and Social
Council and resolution 32/160 of 19 December 1977 of the General Assembly on the
United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa,

Referring to the Plan of Action and Final Act of lAgos for the economic

development of Africa until the year 2000,

Recalling also resolution CM/Res.806 (JDDCV) adopted in July 198O3 in Freetown,

by the Conference of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African

Unity on tine Ifexited Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa,

Taking account qf the objectives of the global strategy adopted for the

United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa and scntained in the

Plan of Action and Final Act of ktgos and also taking account of the level of

execution of the first-phase programme of the Decade,

Recalling^ also that the development of our transport and communications

systems cai; Iji no way end in 1988 with the termination of the present Decade,

1« Considers it necessary to envisage long-term action for the integrated

develorriisnt of transport and communications infrastructures, which is closely

linked with the development objectives of the'Plan of Action and which would allow

the implementation of appropriate projects that cannot be execute! during the
second phase of the Decade;

2e Recommends. Governments of member States to adopt the principle of

launching a 3econd United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa;

3, Recommends that ECA, in collaboration with QAU, should prepare a 2'eport

on the preparation and implementation of this Decade, In co-opex-ation with all the

other African orgauizations concerned and should submit it to the next Conference
of Ministers,,
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res,84/31

WAYS CF MOBILIZING FUNDS TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAMME
FOR THE SECOND PHASE (1984-1988) OF THE DECADE:

ROIE CF FUNDING AGENCIES

t^ Conference c* AftH«m Ministers - "*-—*- <*—unimtiM

Planning^

considered the reports on the implementation of the programme for the
-Sttffsade (DE5/TRANSCai/CM/lV/2) and on ECA«s act^itxes and the

gramme (DEC/TRANSCCM/CM/IV/4(ALT}> documents prepared by the

Economic Commission for Africa, _ ■-

Referrix^ to the Lagos Plan of Action anl to the FJml Act of Lagos,

resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/21 of the Conference

the Decade programme,

the low volume of financing for integration projects,

consideri^ the need urgently to increase^
-^h w;v?n 1984, in accordance with the global
e^.^iy; tenting of priority to regional *

projects?

Noting that the only 45 per cent of the funds needed to inpl^ment the tirmt-

phase programme have been mobilized,

the "long time it takes for transport and cu
investments to mature against the backdrop of the second^hase

t b elatively short

infr.Sfiafinvestments t m g
period which appears to be relatively short,

Considering, also that some African States and inter-gov^nmental organizations

have special development funds,

■Mriifl into account the need to harmonize and co-ordinate the use of these

various special development funds,

Recalling, resolution ECA/UNTACDA/ReO.8l/l2 of the second Conference of
MinisflSSating ECA, ADB, QAU and the United Nations speeded a^te
join the countries concerned in seeking financxal resources,
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1. CiqyratuJates EGA on 'the, efforts made in mobilizing funds throughout
the first phase;

2* Further congratulates the member States on the efforts made in the

2^^!^1°£ ^S pr°Srarame for the se<*>nd phase in conformity with the guidelines
of the third Conference of Ministers? euxueiuies,

3. Requests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa

IL0^11^6^11^0^1?^0? ££ °AU> a "eetl1* Idth the fuKiine agencies before
^ ^? of the fxrst half of 1984 in Addis Ababa, with a view to improving the
financing of the programme for the second phase of the Decade?

4. Further requests African States to take the following measures in
order to ensure the success of the meeting with funding agencies in Addis Ababas

«™n&L ^t?!! projec^s that failed to be completed for lack of external
ftoancing, preferably those conforming to the global objectives of the Decade

^ feasibility studies are well advanced and'

(c) _To ^ubwit, in the course of a third phase, projects being designed but
whose preinvestment outlays are acceptable enough to secure financial assistance?

« 4-ifcT° t^ke aPPpOPrfa*e measures with a view to greater financial participa-
?mi£ 4b^°jectsJto ^ submitted to the sources of fencing, whteh w5f ^
£°£E^ ^^r^wf^^/116 fUndtog aeencies ^ *he light of developmentson the international financial scene.
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Rea*$4/32 ■'-

FINANCING CF INFRASTRUCTURAL AID CAPITAL

PROJECTS ON LIBERAL TEEMS

ations and,

Planning,

strategy for the Decade, which it

Referring to the Plan of Action and Ftoal Act of Iagos,

tions,

s
no*

Recalli^ that irfrastructural projects, except rallimy projects, are

being financed by the ADB group on liberal terms,

Also recalling. tl»t the first priority of the Decade concerns regional and
Bubregional projects,

Convinced that infrastructural projects, in view of their importance,

generally concern several countries,

accorded to road projects,

the period 1982-1986,
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1» Expresses £$a satisfaction to the Executive Secretary of EGA, OAU, the

AfricanJ^er~governmeiit^l organizations, the specialized agencies of the United
Nations and of the OAU, and to the international and African financial institutions

for the efforts they have made for the implementation of the first-phase programme;

. ?•. , Reaffirms, the priorities announced in 1979 for the implementation of the
Decade programme, namely:

(a) (i) regional projects;

(ii) subregional projects;

(iii) national projects with regional or subregional implications;

(b) IVojects in favour of the least developed countries, the land-locked
countries, the newly independent countries, the island countries and the first-line

countries;

(c) IVojects of interest to other countries;

3» Expresses, the, hope that:

(a.) The financial institutions, and in particular the ADB Group, will study
the possibilities of financing all the regional and subregional infrastructural

projects included in the Decade programme under AFD terms;

(b) The financial institutions will grant equally favourable terms for
the financing of projects designed to open up traffic outlets in the transit

countries, regardless of the economic conditions in those countries;

(o) The land-locked countries should be associated with the transit countries
in negotiations concerning projects for opening up traffic outlets;

km Invites member States to transmit tiiis request to the competent bodies
of the ADB Group;

5« Requests EGA, in collaboration with ADB, to sufemit to the next Conferenae

of Ministers a detailed report on the implementation of-this resolution.
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RESOLUTION: ECA/UNTACDA/Res.84/33

A SYSTEM CF INTEREST REBATES ON LOANS FOR "
AID OWMDNIGATIOHG PROJECTS

a- rw^^, nF African Ministers of Transport, Connnunications and PUm

ine the need to carry out the United Nations Transport and Cornmunica- *

tions Decade programme,

Considering also the particularly high anount of funds retired to finance
infrastructural transport and communications projects xn Afn.ce,

also the interest rates on loans granted by banks to finance __

these projects?

the service of debts and the repayment of the

^ware of the tapact .cf interest rates on the possibilities of Justifying

based:

(a) Partially on the budget surpluses of States vhix* have them;

(b) On financial assists granted by the developed countries desires of
contributing to the economic and social development of Africa,

; ■(„) C the ^nuneration obtained fro, investing *

a viei to securing funds to be made ^J-^^ partially

to

cormaunication projects;

EGA, QAU,
the African financial institutions to

Ministers of Transport,
and Planning
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RESOLUTION I£A/UNTACDA/Ra£*34/34

MARITIME FRAUD, BARRATRY AMD PIRACY

of
arri

the d^^^^ 1! Qf,maritime f^d* ba^atry arri piracy which hinder
rne aeve^opnent af maritime transport,

S^ilS with regret that these acts most adversely affect the deveJome-* o
international maritime trade, "evej.opme.ir o

the efforts being made by the International Maritime
anted Nation. Conf Td tC^

,, g made by the Internat
and the anted Nation. Conference on Trade and DeteC
actlvlttos, wUoh are prejudicial to the economies Tf

the member; States, in line with international law, particularly

T ^^1 ^ ^ tMrd ^^ NatiOnS ^nference^ the law'of th.S! ^^T ^^1 ^ Mrd ^^ NatiOnS ^nference^ the lawof th.
Sea, vigorously to condemn such actG and to co-operate closely with all compete: t
international institutions to put an end to thesrscourges. compete, t
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RESOLUTION EGA/UWTACDA/ReSo34/35

AFRICAN SHIPPING AND CHARTERS ASSOCIATIONS AJD

lirfrra-African trade,

ssrsssas »

developed countries,

to achieve this objective,

't tl- »« developcents «hich have taken place to the

to
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTAGDA/Res.84/36

DEVELOPMENT OF INTRA-AFRIGAN CO-OPERATION

The Conference, of, African Ministers of Transport.

Re°^"n* resolution EGA/UNTACDA/Res.83/36 on industrialization in the field
*mfin«w- and communications in Africa, adopted by the third Conference of

Planning, held in Cairo,

bv

ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/27 on African enterprise, adopted
C_^tions a.^P.

ECA/UNTACDA/Res.83/35 on African skills, adopted also
African Hlnlrtew of Transport, Communications and

arch 1983
PlJ^nah^^HC?nf^?nce f African Hlnlrtew of Transpo
Planning, held xn Gaxro, Egypt, frcn 8 to 11 March 1983,

Considering the inadequate volume of trade between the African countries,

necessary to develop intra-African trade,

estab^T^ ^ ^«»to 0«»l--l«i for Africa, in collaboration with QUJ, to
establish an ad hoc committee with the task of seeking:

(a) Ways and means for the effective promotion of intra-African trade*

** cta»d*t** ^ ^can skill, within the
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RESOLUTION BCA/UNTACDA/Res.84/37

CF AFRICAN. PERSONNEL

■ ■ „ , ce ofTiv> fourth totference.of

Aware

of the need to provide continuous

i

+rainU« of skilled personneltraining
In

oonmunications,

of seminars

ooUaboration with donor

to Afrlcan personnel in

cadres;

vdth th.
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res,84/38

.STRENGTHENS CF THE UNTACDA CO-ORDINATION UNCT

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport* Communications and Planning,

Recalling its resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.79/3 requesting the Economic Commission
Africa to continue its action as the lead agency of the Decade,

Recalling further the report submitted by EGA to the third Int er-goveramental
Meeting of Experts on the need to strengthen the UNTACDA Co-ordination Unit by
the provision of more personnel in order to enable it to monitor progress and
actively promote activities which would contribute to the successful implementation
©f the Decade programme,

Conscious of the limitations imposed on the UNTACDA Co-ordination Unit by
lack of personnel, such as its inability to undertake studies in respect of
problems of African countries, to more vigorously pursue the objective of resource
mobilization, to disseminate information about the achievements of the Decade,
to co-ordinate subregional programmes in order to ensure that they conform with
the objectives and strategies of the Decade,

Noting with appreciation the substantial contribution of the United Nations
Development Programme to establish and maintain an UNTACDA Co-ordination Unit
to monitor the progress of implementation and to promote the objectives of the
Decade,

Further noting, with appreciation the sustained interest in the Decade of
some donor countries which have, inter alia, contributed to the strengthening
of the UNTACDA Co-ordination Unit by the provision of bilateral experts,

Notinp the application of the financial resources provided to the UNTACDA
Co-ordination Unit by the United Nations Development Programme in the amount

ef sp4.5 million, for the period 1982-1986, towards the running costs of the Unit,
the recruitment of consultants for assisting African Governments with project
identification and design and with the elaboration of a programme for the second

phase of the Decade, contacts with donors for mobilizing resources for the Decade
programme, the organization of meetings of the Inter-Agency Co-ordinating Committee,
the production of all the necessary working documents and reports,

1, Requests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa
to convey its thanks to the Governing Council of the United Nations Development
Programme for its financial support and to appeal for continued financial support
beyond 1986;
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and material support;

sv.
■ to enable it to fulfzl
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RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Res.84/39

LAUNCHING OF THE SECOND-PHASE PROGRAMME

rt, Conununicatinns and Planning

a barter for the second phase of the

the Cbnferenoe-

in Addis Ababa, ira"sport, Comnum.cations and Planning, held in 1979

Recalling al.so the Plan of Action and ranBl Act of

Conference of African Ministers of T.^f s*!te"ent delivered to the fourth
H.E. Mr. Ataed Sekou Tourl P^sidjt "f^'p T^CaU°nS "^ PUnninS ^
of Guinea; ' tTesident of the Revolutionary People's Republic

Decade. *^spirit of Mr-Ahmed ^k°u t°u->sthe programme for the second phase of the
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Planning?

'
intra-African cooperation. ■ : \

1 H^hlvaEH^ate, the typically African hospitality and Serial
facimiJ^^TSSS^rtended to the Conference,

to result, ott,ined dU.ing tne fourth meeting of -the

3O Conveys to His Excellency

Revolutionary People's Republic of
to the Government and people o±
admiration for the valuable icontribai:,

co-operation and unity; :

4.
the Chairman of^

of gratitude and

f toca to the ideal of Afrxcan




